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by Jeanne Schinto

I sit in my shop all day long
Nobody buys nothin' there
Somethin' must be wrong
Maybe instead of tryin' to sell this crap
I should have stayed home, baby, and had a
fabulous nap, you know.
I'm an antique dealer, baby
Oh, yeah, And I sho' do got the blues
Wish I had a real job
Ain't nothing else I know how to do.
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From "Antique Dealer Blooz" by Robert
Zanré
The song that includes those immortal
lyrics was performed for the Trst time in
May 2007 by a blues band at a party
marking the close of Antiques on
Cambridge Street in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, after ten years in business.
Almost immediately, it was posted on
YouTube.com, where it can still be viewed
(www.youtube.com/watch?
Robert
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Recently, M.A.D. tried to get in touch with
its composer, Robert Zanré. He is said to be highly reclusive, but we were
able to discover a few things about him via former Antiques on
Cambridge Street co-owner Rob Werner of Jamaica Plain,
Massachusetts. Werner, who performs the song with the band on the
YouTube version, is not in direct contact with Zanré but is able to
communicate with Elias Ashmole, described by Werner as Zanré's only
conTdant.
From Werner we learned that Zanré (pronounced zon-RAY) has
recorded the song on a CD, The Wizard Returns. Included with it are
eight other songs that he composed and originally recorded for a previous
CD, You're the One, released in 1991.
The YouTube version of "Antique Dealer Blooz" is over ten minutes
long. The CD version is about half that length but relays the same
sentiments about the trials and tribulations of being in the antiques
business.

Go out to BrimTeld, baby, try to unload some stud
But I just get hammered, honey, way too much
I put a piece on eBay
Like to make a couple bucks
It don't make the reserve, honey
Man, that really sucks, you know.
The CD liner notes were at Trst quite the puzzle. Among other things,
they say that Zanré was born on May 8, 1911. He doesn't look that old in
the publicity photo. Granted, the caption does say he is "partially
masked." The notes also say his mother was rumored to be Hazel Hurst.
Interesting coincidence--Robert Johnson, known as the "King of the
Delta Blues," was born on that same date in Hazelhurst, Mississippi.
Reading on, we began to see that the notes are dense with clever
amusements and other word play. The song itself, however, is entirely
transparent.

Up early in the mornin', you know, some time before two
I go out to a hea market. Nothing there I could use
I drive three hundred and forty-two miles
to an auction, something there I really need
You know it's the four hundred and seventy-sixth lot
And I'm the underbidder
I shoulda stayed home, baby, and smoked a little weed.
We asked Werner, an antiques dealer for 20 years, what he has been doing
since Antiques on Cambridge Street closed. He said he is "still selling
stud" but also trying to liquidate his inventory via various venues,
including Bob Withington Antiques in York, Maine. He is also selling
Zanré's CD. Some of the 500 copies were sold in May at BrimTeld, where
he planned to return in July.
The CD is available by mail order for $10, plus $1.95 S/H. For more
information, e-mail <mail@tangibles.com>. (Use promotional code
M.A.D. for $1 od.)
Originally published in the July 2009 issue of Maine Antique Digest. (c)
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